Henry the Harmless Hedgehog

Brayden
Henry the Harmless hedgehog sat on his time out apple. His mom always put him here when he’s one something bad. Henry always tries to help but something always goes wrong....
Like the time Henry and his mom were at the store and Henry asked if he could help carry the groceries.....
… It worked for a bit, until Henry was distracted by a butterfly and all the food slowly rolled out of the bag. Henry’s mom was not happy.
When they got home Henry’s mom grabbed him by the arm...
Sat him on his apple telling him to “think about what you’ve done”. So Henry sat and he thought how he could make his mom happier...
Henry thought that maybe if he was more like his mom she would be happier. and so Henry tried on her clothes...
... And her makeup. But Henry’s mom was not happy.
So, Henry’s mom grabbed him by the arm....
.... Sat him on his apple telling him to “think about what you’ve done”. So Henry sat and he thought when his mom was unhappy before...
Like the time he forgot to clean up his toys and ended up getting some stuck in his mom's quills...
… Or the time he wasn’t paying attention in class and failed a test. Each time Henry’s mom was not happy.
Each time Henry’s mom grabbed him by the arm....
Sat him on his apple telling him to “think about what you’ve done”. Finally Henry knew why his mom wanted to think about what he did.
Because even though he fights with his sister...
... Or makes a mess when he eats.
Hennry’s mom was always there to put him in time out and make sure he thought about what he did...
... Because each time he was put on his apple for something wrong he could learn how to make it right, like putting his toys away when he was done playing with them.
Henry finally learnt how to make better decisions and didn’t have to go and sit on his apple. Sometimes though even someone as harmless as Henri...
... Can make mistakes. This time he’s sure he’ll learn something new again.
THE END
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